






TAKI FITI, PRESIDENT OF THE MACEDONIAN ACADEMY OF 
SCIENCES AND ARTS 

ON THE EVE OF THE GREAT JUBILEE – 50 YEARS 
OF THE MACEDONIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AND ARTS

1967 – 2017

This year the Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts (MASA) 
marks and celebrates a great jubilee – 50 years of existence and work of our 

50 years since the solemn establishment of MASA, we proudly emphasize 

made Ohrid, with the famous Ohrid Literary School, already in the IX century 

furthermore, centuries later, in the middle of the XIX century the Macedonian 

processes at the beginning of the XX century resulted in the establishment of 

between the two world wars, with a pleiad of artists in literature, art, music, 

great importance for the establishment of MASA as the highest institution in 

nation without its own roots, without its own history, without its own culture, 
and that the attempts to deny our identity, language, name, no matter where 
they come from, are residual of the Balkan anachronisms, and essentially 
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Immediately after the establishment of MASA followed a period of 

fundament of the Macedonian science, language, culture and history and as 

Today, MASA, according to its integral concept, structure and 
function, has all the necessary attributes of a modern national academy of 
European type, and of course, performs the three basic functions typical of the 
European national academies: creating communication space for confrontation 

research increasingly incorporate the international dimension in the work – in 

addition, the works of our renowned writers and poets, members of MASA, are 
translated into foreign languages, and their work has found its place in world 
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and artistic work and to the increasing of the reputation of MASA and of the 

MASA has been awarded with the high decoration Order of the Republic of 

Republic of Macedonia, as well as the prestigious Samuel Mitja Rapoport award 
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***

the Academy, in its 50 years of existence and work, faced with periods of heights, 
but also periods of descents and turbulences that are most directly linked to the 

the recognition of the international status of the country after its independence, 
the embargoes and the blockades of the country in the early transition years, the 

such crises and tense periods the criticism for the Academy grew – that MASA 
is an institution closed in itself, that MASA stays away from the current issues 

real basis in the fact that MASA, as opposed to the huge opus of implemented 

of sciences, the new technological model based on information and 
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and migration crises, strengthening of the regional and national protectionism 
despite the efforts to liberalize the international trade, fencing of the countries 
with walls at the beginning of the new millennium, changes in the economic 

In the recent years the Republic of Macedonia has been facing with the 

are facing a crisis of the institutions, breach of the principles of the rule of law, 

about the major challenges arising from the new age and which are determined 

to the inclusion of the Macedonian science and art in the modern European 
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focused on the elaboration of issues and topics that are most directly related to 
the sources of the current political and social crisis in the country in order to 

and artistic work of MASA, through the cooperation with foreign academies, 
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1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 To-
tal

1 2 1 0 1 0 3 7 4 5 24

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 Total

12 10 3 2 4 7 4 2 4 7 55

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total

6 5 5 4 6 6 4 3 11 5 55
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SPECIAL CASES OF NETWORK INFERENCE FROM INFECTION
STATISTICS

Igor Tomovski, Ljupco Kocarev
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Abstract: Following our recent work on inferring network topology from in-

fection statistics [1], in this paper we analyze two special cases to which the method-

ology presented in [1] can be applied with improved efficiency. In the first case we

suggest and analyze the use of discriminators when it is known that the observed

network is unweighted. Next, we analyze the case where the physical topology of

a weighted network is known (there is a prior knowledge about how nodes are con-

nected) and we need to determine link weights. In both cases, significant improve-

ment in times required for proper assessment of the network topology is obtained,

compared to the general case. The results suggest that the methodology presented

in [1] is of practical use in cases where we have some prior knowledge about the

network structure.

1. Introduction

The topic of inference of the elements of networked structures, as a sub-

domain of a broader set of problems, dealing with discovering underlying

mechanisms that drive complex systems, has been of particular interest in the

last few years. This, followed the decade in which studies of complex net-

works were considered as of at-most importance. The interest in complex

networks, and phenomena related to them, though not new, was raised pri-

marily by the emergence of the Internet and its by-products, mostly the social

networks and network applications. Scientists were suddenly able to observe

in real-time how new and different forms of networks (technical and social)
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were forming, followed by spontaneous development of dynamical processes

taking place on them. Parallels between natural forms and technical networks

were drown and the research of vast variety of natural and social networked

structures and phenomena blossomed. Major achievements were made in the

study of brain networks [2, 3, 4, 5], epidemic spreading processes [6, 7, 8, 9],

gene and protein networks. In parallel, methods and models giving more de-

tailed insight were developed , as well as control algorithms suggested dealing

with spontaneous and emerging phenomena in technical structures, like cas-

cading failures and blackouts of the infrastructure grids [10, 11, 12, 13, 14].

In that context, research related to inference of network topology, as

an inverse problem, was a natural extension to the on-going work in the

field of complex networks. Recently, number of works addressed the is-

sue. Most of them were focused on the inference of gene-regulatory networks

[15, 16, 17, 18, 19], where network inference is a natural step that precedes the

analysis. Similar statement is valid for the brain networks as well [20, 21, 22].

Finally, number of works dealt with inference of network topology from more

theoretical setups [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29].

In this article, following our recent work [1] , we study inference of

network links from infectious statistic for some special cases. In [1], we

suggested methodology and developed an algorithm for inference of network

topology (link weights) from infectious statistics, providing that the number

of nodes and the characteristics of the observed infectious process are known.

Though the obtained result is exact, in practice, the time necessary for proper

assessment of link weights by the suggested algorithm is excessive. The rea-

son for this lyes in the huge statistical sample necessary for convergence of

the statistical means. In the conclusion of [1], we mentioned that the method

and the implementation algorithm may be adjusted to give results in signifi-

cantly shorter times, in networks for which we have some prior knowledge.

In what follows, We present the results of that study.

2. Previous work

In our previous work [1], We have considered the following problem: given

a network for which we know only the number of nodes and their infection

status at each instance, to determine the network topology. The observed

network is supposed to be weighted and, in general case, unsymmetrical.

The results were obtained for a SIS type of infection with known β
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and δ parameters. We used the standard definition for the SIS process, as

described in [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. Due to specifics in the problem

definition, we described the SIS infection with a status difference equation:

si(t+ 1) = (1− si(t))

⎛
⎜⎝1−

∏
j=0,N−1

j �=i

(1− aij(t)βij(t)sj(t))

⎞
⎟⎠

+ si(t)(1− δi(t)) (1)

In (1) si(t) represents the status of node i at the instance t, with si(t) =
0 denoting that the node is susceptible and si(t) = 1 that the node is infected.

Network links are represented with the random {0, 1} functions aij(t).
The value aij(t) = 1 denotes that node i is connected to node j at time t
and may be influenced (among other be infected) by it. It is important to

emphasize that the influence denoted by aij(t) is only in the direction from

node j to node i (the reverse influence is denoted by aji(t)) . We consider that

the rate of contact denoted by these functions follow the normal operating

patterns of the network. The occurrence of infection is only a by-product

of these normal patterns. The rate of influence is denoted by the expectation

ωij = E[aij(t)] and is called weight. In other words, the weights represent the

fraction of time in which node j influences node i (is connected to). Networks

following this link-behavioral pattern are known as temporal networks. For

details regarding the temporal networks we refer the readers to [38, 39, 40]

The terms βij(t) are {0, 1} random functions that define whether a

susceptible node i when in contact only with an infected node j will become

infected, in the time-frame [t, t + 1]. We consider (and this is generally ac-

cepted approach when studying spreading processes) that expectation values

(means in time) of βij(t)’s are equal for all i �= j, i.e βij = E[βij(t)] = β.

The parameter β is known as ”infection rate”. In the same manner, the random

functions δi(t) denote whether an infected node i will overcome the infection

and become susceptible in the time-frame [t, t + 1]. It is custom to call their

expectation values δ = δij = E[δij(t)] curring rate.

Relation (1) is a {0, 1} → {0, 1} mapping that describes the status

change of each particular node as function of time and therefore exactly de-

scribes the SIS process. Though it may be rarely seen in the literature, it is

only an adapted algebraic relation derived from logical expression that defines

the SIS process.
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Starting from (1), and after a complicated mathematical procedure, We

have derived the following relation for the weight of each individual link [1]:

wij =
1

β

(
1− 1− E[X t+1

i |X t
iX

t
jY

t
n,i,j]

1− E[X t+1
i |X t

i X
t
jY

t
n,i,j]

)
(2)

In (2), X t
i denotes the logical event: node i is susceptible at time t

(consequently X t
i denotes: node i is infected at time t). The term Y t

n,i,j de-

notes a logical joint event that describes the infection status of all nodes in

the network, except nodes i and j. For example: let i = 0, j = 1, and

N = 5. Event Y t
n=5,0,1 = X t

2X
t
3X

t
4 is a join infection event that describes

the status of nodes 2, 3 and 4, stating: at time t node 2 is infected, node 3

is not infected, node 4 is infected. Index n is a variation index, which value

ranges between n = 0, for the joint event in which all considered nodes are

susceptible and n = 2N−2 − 1 for the joint event where all considered nodes

are infected. In the variation count we use lexicographical ordering in which

position of each node is determined by its index i in descending order. In our

example the lexicographical ordering is 2 � 3 � 4, so the variation index is

n = 12 × 22 + 03 × 21 + 14 = 5.

In the further text we will often disregard the index t, when discussing

the infection events as repetitive. We will use the index only when we would

like to explicitly connect the events with time t.
For practical implementation, it is sufficient to chose and observe only

one of the joint events Yn,i,j . In [1] we suggest a method how to approximately

determine Yn,i,j (i.e. n) that is expected to have a very high repeatability, and

use that event for observation. We call this event ”particular event” and denote

it with Yp,i,j . For details regarding the derivation of equation (2), practical

implementation of the obtained result and the terminology used, we refer the

readers to [1].

In [1], we argued that though expression (2) is exact, the suggested

implementation algorithm is in general impractical, since it requires huge

amount of time for proper assessment. This is due to two reasons: large sta-

tistical sample necessary to achieve the desired accuracy and the low repeata-

bility of the particular event. As a method to improve on the repeatability of

Yp,i,j in [1] we have suggested a modified form of the original implementa-

tion algorithm, that we named Virus Overload (VO). This variant understood

that the network is overloaded by different types of viruses (or distinguishable
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strains of the same virus) with identical viral characteristics β and δ. This is an

artificial methodology that may be implemented only on technical networks.

The results of the analysis of the VO methodology suggested signif-

icant improvement compared to the original approach, however the required

assessment times were still unsatisfactory. In the articles Conclusion we have

stated that, repeatability of the particular event (that determines how fast the

required statistical sample may be collected) may be further improved in some

special cases. In the next section we consider some of these special cases.

3. Problem definition

In this article, We analyze the method and algorithm presented in [1] in two

special cases in which we have some a priori knowledge about the network

itself. In the first case, we know that the network under observation is un-

weighted (purely topological network) and we need to find which links exist.

In the second we know the underlying topological structure i.e which links

exist, but we know nothing about the weights of those links. In what follows,

We give a brief description of the application of the methodology presented

in [1], with an adequate adaptation, for these two cases.

3.1. Unweighted networks

Since the unweighted networks have link weights that are either ωij = 0 or

ωij = 1, the method presented in [1] and the expression given with (2) may

be adapted with the use of discriminators. Let ωτ
ij be the estimate of the link

weight ωij at time of observation τ obtained using the relation (2). We define

ωτ,d
ij as an estimation of the link weight after the use of the dicriminator as:

ωτ,d
ij =

{
0, if L0 < ωτ

ij < R0

1, if L1 < ωτ
ij < R1

(3)

In (3) L1 and R1 define the lower and the upper limit of ωτ
ij for which

the discriminator will decide that the link (i, j) exists. The same stands in

regard to L0 and R0 and the decision that a link does not exist. Though it is

customary to set similar type of discriminators using simple thresholds (usu-

ally L0 = −∞, R0 = L1 = 0.5, R1 = +∞), we suggest more complex dis-

criminator form. The reason for this is that in the early stages of assessment
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use of simple discriminator may lead to wrong conclusion and a premature

termination of the assessment process.

3.2. Known topological structure

In this case we have a major advantage in comparison to the general case.

In [1], an assumption is made in the derivation of the equation (2) that all

nodes in the network are potentially connected among each other (full mesh).

This is a natural hypothesis, since no knowledge exists about which nodes

are neighbors of an arbitrary node i, and therefore influence it (may infect

it). Then it is expected that the assessment process determines weather this

assumption is true or not, by producing values ωij = 0 if nodes i and j are not

connected. In mathematical terms, this resulted in a very complex form of the

join events Yn,i,j (as well as the particular event Yp,i,j) that comprised of the

statuses of all nodes in the network (except i and j).

If the topological structure is known, there is an a priori knowledge

about which nodes may influence (infect) an arbitrary node. Therefore, the

initial full mesh hypothesis may be dismissed. In the alternative derivation

procedure (omitted due to the identical form of the one presented in [1]) the

joint events Yn,i,j , comprise only of the statuses of nodes that are neighbors

of node i. In practical terms this results in much higher repeatability of the

particular event. Furthermore, this repeatability is highly correlated with the

node degree di. To illustrate this, consider di = 1; then Yp,i,j is an empty event

and may be considered to repeat in every step of the infection dynamics. For

di = 2, Yp,i,j = Xk or Yp,i,j = Xk (whatever is more probable), where k is

the second neighbor of node i, besides node j; the repeatability of the Yp,i,j

is max(E[Xk], E[Xk]) per time step. Since the size of the statistical sample

for given time period T is proportional to the repeatability of Yp,i,j , the time

required for collecting a sufficient amount of data for proper assessment of

a link weight is now much shorter. This especially refers to links leading to

(in-links) nodes with small node degrees.

As may already be seen, the assessment of each in-link may be per-

formed individually, and without any knowledge about the rest of the network.

In that sense, this methodology may be adapted to cases where only segments

of a larger network should be inferred.
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4. Materials and tools

To evaluate the suggested methodology adaptation, as well as to compare it

with the results obtained in [1], in this article we analyze the special cases

described in Section 3, on the same networks used in [1]:

• unweighted Barabási−Albert network [41] (UBA, N = 30, m0 = 3,

m = 2);

• unweighted Watts−Strogatz network [42] (UWS, N = 30,r = 3, p =
0.2);

• unweighted Erdös−Rényi network [43] (UER, N = 30, WS algorithm

[42] with r = 3, p = 0.9);

• weighted Barabási−Albert network (WBA derived from the UBA net-

work by adding random link weights);

• weighted WattsStrogatz network (WWS derived from the UWS net-

work by adding random link weights);

• weighted Erdös−Rényi network (WER derived from the UER network

by adding random link weights);

As stated in [1], the unweighted networks are symmetrical. However,

this does not impact the generality of the result in the unweighted case, since

each direction (in-link) is treated separately. In the weighted case, the sym-

metry is lost, due to assignment of different weights for each link direction.

In the same context, as tools for evaluation of the obtained results, we

use functions similar to those suggested in [1]. However, due to the specific

changes in the circumstances under which the network topology is inferred,

we make adequate adaptations.

For the case where we use discriminators, we define two new estima-

tion functions:

• fraction of Correctly Identified Links- CIL(τ);

• fraction of UnIdentified Links- UIL(τ);
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For the case of known physical topology, we adapt almost identical

error functions (EF) and precision estimation functions (PEF) as described in

[1], with the necessary correction for the normalization factor, that is now L,

rather then N(N − 1), with L being the number of links.

The EF considered are defined as:

• Mean absolute error - mae(τ) = 1
L

∑N−1
i=0

∑N−1
j=0
j �=i

‖wij − wτ
ij‖;

• Maximal absolute error for an existing link - xae1(τ) = maxi �=j,wij �=0‖wij−
wτ

ij‖;

The PEFs are defined with:

ki(τ) =

∑
i

∑
j,j �=i δ(ai < ‖wij − wτ

ij‖ < bi)

L

where ai = 10−i for i = 1, 2, 3, a4 = 0, bi = 10−i+1 for i = 2, 3, 4, b1 = ∞.

5. Results

5.1. Discriminator method

In the analysis of the roll of discriminators on the quality of assessment for

the unweighed networks, the original time series obtained in [1] were used,

except for the case of the UBA graph (in the original work virus overload

method was utilized for this graph). Parts of the obtained time assessments

were run trough discriminator with following parameters: L0 = −0.3, R0 =
0.3, L1 = 0.7, and R1 = 1.3. The results of the analysis are presented in

Fig.1.

The results in all three cases show that almost all links are recognized

within a time-frame of approximately 2 × 1010 cycles. Simultaneously, the

fraction of unrecognized links approaches zero within the same time frame.

This is an improvement compared to the results given for the same networks in

[1]. The improvement is expected, since the detection errors in the results pre-

sented in [1] were mainly small and equally distributed around the expected

means. However, the time required for the assessment is still excessive and ,

further more, grows with the size of the network.
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(a) UBA, β = 0.2, δ = 0.1, CIL/UIL (b) UWS, β = 0.2, δ = 0.1, CIL/UIL

(c) UER, β = 0.1, δ = 0.1, CIL/UIL

Figure 1: Time evolution of CIL(τ) and UIL(τ) for the unweighted net-

works, when discriminator is used in the assessment process.
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5.2. Known physical topology

The results of the analysis of the implementation of the methodology and the

algorithm in cases where the physical topology is known, are presented in

Figures 2 and 3.

As can be seen from the figures, there is a major improvement in re-

gard to assessment times, compared to the general case [1]. To illustrate this,

in Table. 1 we compare times required to reach certain values (marks) of

both mae(t) and xae1(t) in the general case and the case where the physical

topology is known.

Network mae(t) time/mark xae1(t) time/mark

WBA general 2× 1011/0.01 2× 1011/0.1
WBA known 1.3× 107/0.01 1.1× 107/0.1

WWS general (VO 200) 2.2× 109/0.02 109/0.1
WWS known 7× 107/0.02 8× 107/0.1

WER general (VO 200) 1.4× 109/0.01 1.4× 109/0.05
WER known 3× 107/0.01 6.1× 107/0.05

Table 1:

As may be seen from the table, the improvement in the assessment

times varies in the 103-104 fold range (the results for WWS and WER in [1]

were obtained for VO algorithm which gave a 200 fold improvement in regard

to the standard algorithm). Major improvement may be seen for the WBA

graph. This comes as no surprise: Barabasi-Albert graph is characterized by

a large number of nodes with small node degrees. Using the newly adapted

methodology, assessment of the nodes with small node degrees is fast. For

those nodes the particular event is uncomplicated: it consists only of few or

even no (node degree 1) joint events. Therefore, its repeatability is much

higher, compared to the general case [1].

6. Conclusion

In this article, we have analyzed two special cases in which given some prior

knowledge about an unknown network, we can utilize assessment methodol-

ogy described in [1] with improved efficiency. In the first case, we considered

networks that are known to be unweighted, and suggested use of discrimina-

tors. In the second we have observed the case, where the physical topology
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(a) WBA, β = 0.4, δ = 0.1, EF (b) WWS, β = 0.2, δ = 0.1, EF

(c) WER, β = 0.2, δ = 0.1, EF

Figure 2: Time evolution of EF obtained from the simulations performed on

the unweighted networks in case of a priori known physical topology
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(a) WBA, β = 0.4, δ = 0.1, PEF (b) WWS, β = 0.2, δ = 0.1, PEF

(c) WER, β = 0.2, δ = 0.1, PEF

Figure 3: Time evolution of PEF obtained from the simulations performed on

the unweighted networks in case of a priori known physical topology
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of a network is known. It was shown that simple redefinition of the joint

events Y t
n,i,j , and therefore the particular event Y t

p,i,j , significantly improved

the assessment time.

One should consider that in most networks, even in the presented cases,

the infectious dynamics is insufficiently fast, compared to real-time processes

occurring in those network. Therefore, proper assessment can not be made

in, what would considered to be, ”normal” time frame, using these meth-

ods alone. Combination of the presented algorithms with the VO approach,

will lead to further improvement, especially in the case where the physical

topology is known. Providing that the maximal node degree of the observed

network is low to moderate (bellow 20), combination of the methodology

presented in Section 3.2 and VO may be used for measurement of mid-term

network activity, regardless of the size of the network. However, one should

bare in mind that, as stated in [1], use of VO would in practice affect the

network dynamics as well, so proper correction terms should be considered.
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FREE DAMPED TORSIONAL VIBRATIONS OF 
CANTILEVER BEAM STRUCTURE

Abstract

In this paper are analysed free damped torsional vibrations of 
cantilever beam structure. The cross-section of the cantilever is of general 
shape with torsion bending constant equal to zero. It is with variable 
dimensions along the length of the beam. The material is assumed to be 
homogeneous and the coefficients of friction are constant and proportional to

pI
The partial differential equation of dynamic equilibrium is derived by direct 
consideration of the elastic, inertia and damping torques that act on the 
infinitesimal line element. The resulting partial differential equation is linear 
with variable coefficients. The solution is seen into infinite convergent series. 
Each term of the series is product of eigen functions with respect to time, and 
space variable along the length of the beam. The eigen function with space is 
orthogonal and this proparty is used to isolate the time dependent eigen
function.

This solution of the characteristic equation for the time eigen
function is solved into close form including the structural friction. For this 
reason two nonlinear algebraic equations are derived to yield the damping 
coefficient and damped natural frequency for each mode of vibration. After 
solving for the time eigen function the general solution is used to derive an 
expression for the torque at any time and any cross-section.

Finally a particular case of free damped oscillations is considered, in 
order to demonstrate the estimate of the constants of integration. This is the 
case of initial torsional deformations at rest. 

Key wards: torque, coefficient, friction, deformation, viscous, 
structural, damping
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Introduction

In the theoretical and applied mechanics important place take the free 
damped oscillations of linear elastic structures. In practice the tendency is to 
analyse as simple as possible linear structures in order to get an estimate for 
the dynamical behavior. This dynamical behavior which characterises the 
structure will further find applications in practice. In this paper are analysed 
free damped torsional vibrations of a cantilever beam structure with variable 
cross-section along the length. 

Up to now, lot of work has been done in the analysis with constant 
cross-section along the length, by the normal mode method [2, 3, 4]. But so 
far, no research is done with variable cross-sec-tion by the normal mode 
method. Hence, the investigations in this paper represent new research work 
in this field of applied mechanics.

The analysis is carried out under the action of structural and viscous 
damping. The structural damping  arise from the internal friction of the 
material. The viscous damping is due to the friction and pressure distribution 
of the surrounding fluid, air or viscous fluid.

The derived partial differential equation of dynamic equilibrium is 
solved by making use of orthogonal functions, with respect to the space 
variable along the length [6]. The results obtained by the analysis are damped 
natural frequencies of vibration and orthogonal modes of vibrations.  

These values are important for forced vibrations, to avoid resonance. 
The theoretical investi-gations in this paper have great applications in 
Aeronautical, Civil and Mechanical engineering and corresponding 
industries.

NOTATION

M - mass matrix
k - stiffness matrix 

nA - constant of integration

ma - constant

nC - constant
c - coefficient of structural damping  
C - coefficient of viscous damping

nD - constant
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G - elastic shear modulus
pI - second polar moment of inertia

J - torsional constant
m - integer index
n - integer index
i - integer index
j - integer index
k - integer index
l - cantilever span
x - space variable 
t - time variable 
Q - twisting torque

nT - time function

nY - space function 
- damping coefficient
- non dimensional viscous damping coefficient
- structural damping coefficient
- torsional deformation

n - undamped natural circular frequency                                                  

n - damped natural circular frequency 
- complex constant
- material density 

1.0 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The theoretical derivations in this paper for torsional vibrations of the 
cantilever beam

structure will be based on the assumptions made in the field of strength of 
materials and rigid body mechanics. Therefore we shell go straight into 
derivation of the partial differential equation of dyna-mic equilibrium of 
torques. For this reason let us consider the equilibrium of torques that act on 
a differential element of the structure. The structure is assumed to be of 
variable cross-sectional dimen-sion along the length. In figure 1 are indicated 
the toques that act on the infinitesimal element.
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Fig. 1  Components of torques acting on the infinitesimal element of 
the structure

From the theory of strength of materials and rigid body mechanics, 
the torques indicated in figure 1 are given by the following expressions.
                                                                                                                                              

Elastic and structural damping torques are given by:

xt
c

x
GJQ

2

                            

……………………………………………..     a )
Inertia torque due to acceleration is:

dx
t

IQi 2

2

                                

……………………………………………..      b )
The viscous damping torque is given by:

dx
t

CQ                

……………………………………………..      c )
Considering the equilibrium of torques acting on the infinitesimal 

element, the following equation can be written:

0dx
x
QQQQQ i

After clearing the above relation, follows the equation of dynamic 
equilibrium:

0dx
x
QQQi                      

………………………………………………    1 )
Substituting the relevant expressions for the indicated members from 

relation  a ), b ) and
c ) into above equation, yields:

0
2

2

2

dx
xt

c
x

GJ
dx

dx
t

Cdx
t

I
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After canceling the infinitesimal length dx , the partial differential 
equation of dynamic equilibrium for torsional vibration is obtained in the 
form:

0
2

2

2

xt
c

x
GJ

dxt
C

t
I                         

……………………     )2(

The above partial differential equation is linear, with variable 
coefficients, which will be solved by the normal mode method.

Let us assume that the solution of the above partial differential 
equation can be given by seri-es of the form:

)()(1),( xntn

kn

ntx YT

…………………………………….      )3(

In the above expression )(tnT is eigen function of time variable t
only. Its form will be determined from the solution of equation )2( . The 
space function 

l
xmbY nm

km

mxn 2
)12(sin

1)(                   

…………………………………….      )4(

will be recognised as linear combination of the normal functions, solution to 
the undamped problem of torsional vibration, with constant cross-sectional 
area along the length. It satisfies the required boundary conditions imposed 
on it, which are:

0)0(nY
………………………………………………………………   )4( a
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0)( lx
n

dx
dY

………………………………………………………………   )4( b
Also, it represents approximate solution to our case of variable cross-

sectioal area, therefore  pI and J , along the length, with or without 
damping.

To solve for the eigen function )(tnT it is required to obtain exact or 
approximate values for the undamped natural frequencies of vibration. This 
paper will be concerned with approximate values for them.

For determining the undamped frequencies Rayleigh - Ritz method 
will be used ].8,1[

The series representation for the solution to the problem of  
undamped natural frequencies and space functions is of the form )4( , i.e.

l
xmam

km

mx 2
)12(sin

1)(    

…………………………………….      )5(

Appling the Rayleigh - Ritz method with this assumption for the 
mode shape, leads to the standard undamped eigen value and vectors 
problem:

02 akM                      
…………………………………….      )6(

In the above matrix equation M and k are symmetric square 
matrices, and and  }{a
are the undamped natural frequencies and modes of vibrations ]5[ . The 
elements of these matrices are given by the relations:

dxx
l

jx
l

iJG
l
jik

l

ij 2
12cos

2
12cos

4
1212

02

2

…………… .    )7( a
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dxx
l

jx
l

iIm p

l

ij 2
12sin

2
12sin

0

……………………………… .    )7( b
The solution of the eigen  value problem )6( gives the required 

undamped natural fre-quencies k and vectors of modes k . Each of these 
vectors na}{ represent the vector of constants nb}{ for the function )( xnY
given by expression   )4( .

Now, anyone of these functions )( xnY satisfies approximately the 
relation:

pxnn
n IY

dx
dYGJ

dx
d

)(
2                         

……………………………… .    )8(

The above relation follows directly from the definition of the  )( xnY .

If the )( xnY were the exact solution of the undamped problem of vibration, 
the equal sing must hold in equation )8( .

The normal mode function are orthogonal–normal functions with 
respect to each other, this is:

0)()(
0

dxYYI xmxnp

l

mn                

……………………………… .    )9(
The polar moment of inertia pI is the weight function. Now, the 

above important relationship will be proved.
To prove relationship  )9( we will consider the product 

mmnnxmxn bxxbYY sinsin)()(          
……………………………… .    )10(

where:

nb - eigen vector raw
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xnsin - colomn of normal functions 

l
n

n 2
12 kn ...,.........3,2,1

mb - eigen vector colomn

xmsin - raw of normal function

l
m

m 2
12 km ...,.........3,2,1

Multiplying equation )10( by pI and integrating from 0 to l , leads 
to the following relation:

mnxmxnp

l

bMbdxYYI 1
)()(

0

………………………………………………….. )11(

In the above expression the matrix ][M is the symmetric mass 
matrix defined in equation )6( .

But from theory of eigen value problem, we know that the eigen
vectors of equation  )6( are normal to each other, with respect to either ][M
or ][k matrices. Hence the relation )11( states that )9( is satisfied. This 
concludes the proof of orthogonality of normal mode functions one to enather 
with respect to pI as a weighting function.

Now, differentiating the assumed solution )3( with respect to t and  
x , and substituting into equation )2( yields the following  equation:

0)(
)(

')(
)()()(

'
)()(

"

1 dx
dY

GJ
dx
dcT

dx
dY

GJ
dx
dTYTCYTI xn

tn
xn

tnxntnxntnp

km

m

Making use of relation )8( and assuming that )( xnY is the exact 
solution of the undamped case, the above equation can be written in the 
following form:
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0)()(
'2

)(
2

)()(
'

)()(
"

1 xntnnptnnpxntnxntnp

km

m
YTIcTIYTCYTI

.………….   )12(

Assuming that the coefficient of viscous damping C is 
proportional to the cross-sectional dimension along the length of the 
cantilever, it is possible to write that:

pzIC
………………………………………………………………………… )13(

Substituting the above value for C in the equation )12( and 
rearranging terms yields the following expression:

0)()(
2

)(
'2

)(
'

)(
"

1 xnptnntnntntn
kn

n
YITTcTzT

…………………………… )14(

Multiplying the above series by )( xmY , knm ..............3,2,1 , and 
integrating from 0 to l ,
using the orthogonality condition )9( ,   isolates the k equations, each one of 
the form:

0)(
2'

)(
2'

)(
"

)( tnntnntntn TTcTzT

……………………………………… )15(

Let us introduce the following substitution:

n
z 2

……………….………………………...............................................  )16(

This means that the z constant takes different value for each mode 
of vibration. The  is other constant.

The coficient of structural friction c is given by the formula:
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n

c

………………………………………………………………………... )17(

In the above expression the angular frequency n is the frequency of 
damped vibration, and 

is the coefficient of hysteretic damping. With the above expression for 
c , the differential equa-tion for each )(tnT becoms:

The term in the bracket in the above equation is generated by 
viscous and structural damping.

The expected solution of equation )18( is damped vibration with
respect to the independent variable t . Hence damped harmonic function can 
be seen as possible solution.

Let us assume that )(tnT can be given by the expression:

t
ntn

neCT )(

……………………………………………………………………. )19(

In the above expected solution nC is constant of integration and in 
original form is complex number. The exponential constant n is also 
complex number of the form:

nnn i
………………………………………………………………… )20(

The real part of this complex number is related to the damping of the 
oscillating motion. The imaginary part of the constant  n , n , is the 
angular frequency of vibration of the structure, which is in the term in bracket 
of equation )18( .
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The estimate of n can be made by obtaining simultaneous solution 
to two nonlinear algebra-ic equations in n and n . These equations are 
obtained by equating the real and imaginary part to zero of the complex 
characteristic function:

02 2
2

2
nn

n

n
nnn

…………………………………………………. )21(

After some arithmetic on the above complex number, the two 
algebraic nonlinear equations are obtained in the following form:

02 2223
nnnnnnnnnn

……………………………… )22(

022 2
nnnnn

…………………………………………………. )23(

Having obtained the complex number n the general solution for the 
time dependent function )(tnT as given by the expression )19( , in developed 
form is:

tBtAeT nnnn
t

tn
n sincos)(

………………………………………… )24(
The nA and nB are real constants of integration and are determined 

from the boundary con-ditions of the cantilever vibration.
Substituting expression )24( into expression )3( the general 

solution of the damped free torsional vibrations of the cantilever structure can
be written in the form:

)(1),( sincos xnnnnn
t

kn

ntx YtBtAe n

……………………………………..(25)

The above solution is applicable to cantilever structure with cross-
sections whose torsion- bending constant is equal to zero.
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Now, the expression for torque at any time t and section x will be 
derived. For this purpose the derivative of the normal modes with respect to 
x is required. After differentiating )( xnY w.r.t x yields:

x
l

m
l

mb
dx
dY

nm

km

m

n

2
)12(cos

2
12

1

……………………………………. )26(

Also, the time derivative of )(tnT w.r.t   t we obtain:

tABtABe
dt

dT
nnnnnnnnnn

tn n sincos

……………………. )27(

Inserting the relevant expressions from )26( and )27( into )(a , the 
following formula for the torque is obtained:

dx
dYtABtBAeGJQ n

nn
n

n
nnn

n

n
n

t
kn

ntx
n sin)1(cos1

1),(

                          
…………………………………………………………………………………

)28(

The formula )28( is very slow convergent series. The number k
can be very large, depen-ding on the initial boundary condition, cross-section, 
and of course the precision required. All it states is, that the problem of
calculating the torque on a cantilever structure with free end and for free 
damped vibration is solvable in this manner.

2.0 Numerical Example

An numerical example is presented, in order to show the theoretical 
investigations given in

this paper. The structure to be analysed is shown in figure 2. It is with 
variable rectangular cross-section, which dimensions vary along the length, 
as indicated in the figure. The material is steel, with hysteretic damping 
coefficient = 0.04, modulus of elasticity  1110*1.2E 2/ mN Poisson’s
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ratio 3.0 , damping coefficient 02.0 and material density 
7850 3/ mkg

Fig. 2  Cantilever beam structure with variable cross-sectional dimensions, as 
shown.

According to the dimensions shown in fig. 2 a ) , )b , ),c the second 
polar moment of inertia  of the cross-section at any section x is given by the 
formula.

xxI xp 5.0104.016.05.01106666667.6 7
)(

…………………….. )1.2(
The torsion constant )( xpJ is given by the expression [7]:

xxJ xp 5.01315.015.0110066667.1 37
)(

……………………………. )2.2(

The cantilever is initially at rest, so that its initial velocity is zero, and 
initial displacement 

)0,(0 tx given by the expression

l
x

tx 0)0,(0

…………………………………………………………….....   )3.2(
From expression )27( , since the velocity at time 0t is zero, 

follows that:

n
n

n
n AB

…………………………………………………………………... )4.2(

Therefore the response for ),( tx will be given from formula )25( in 
the form:
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)(1),( sincos xnn
n

n
nn

t
kn

ntx YttAe n

…………………………………... )5.2(
Now remains to determine the constants nA . This will be done by 
equating )3.2( and )5.2( for 0t . Therefore it follows that:

)(10 xnn

kn

n
YA

l
x

………………………………………………………………….. )6.2(

Multiplying relation )6.2( by )()( xnxp YI and integrating from 0 to l
yields:

n
xnxp

l

n dxYxI
l

A 1
)()(

0

0

……………………………………………………….. )7.2( a
Where n is given by the expression:

dxYI xpxp

l

n
2

)()(
0

………………………………………………………………. )7.2( b
For any particular section rx , the solution )5.2( can be written 

as:

)()(1),( rxtn

kn

ntrx DT

………………………………………………………… )8.2(

For the cantilever shown in figure 2, for lrx the following 
values for 

n , n , nD , 10........3,2,1n are obtained and tabulated in table 
1.
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TABLE  I  

Numerical results for relevant response values

3.0 CONCLUSION

From the theoretical investigation in this paper it is possible to draw 
the following conclusions.
Firstly, for the torsional vibrations of a cantilever beam structure it can be 
concluded that the 
modal function are normal to each other with weight function pI . This 
statement was proved in the analysis. Secondly, the modeling of the viscous 
damping coefficient, equation )16( , together with the two nonlinear 
algebraic equation )22( , and )23( is physicly correct. Namly it allows 
calculation of almost constant modal damping parameter for each idependent 
mode of vibration.

These two conclusions bring the new theoretical achievements in 
this paper.

Rezime  
 
 Vo ovoj trud se analizirani slobodni pridu{eni torzioni 
vibracii na konzol-na konstrukcija. Popre~niot presek na 
konzolnata konstrukcija e sosema proizvolen, so torziona-
svitkuva~ka konstanta ednakva na nula. Toj e so promenlivi 
dimenzii dol` rasponot na konzolata. Materijalot od koj e 
napravena konstrukcijata e homogen. 

n
n 1/sec n rad/sec 0/nD

1 -2101.311 53469.827 0.000964
2 -2502.922 62498.052 0.000170
3 -1817.959 45394.500 0.001139
4 -1564.974 39067.845 0.003648
5 -154.974 3869.718 0.924878
6 -373.583 9328.373 -0.008691
7 -607.675 15171.162 0.037934
8 -1083.201 27047.581 0.009759
9 -1322.721 33028.385 0.003117
10 -844.922 21097.726 0.006125
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 Izvedena e parcijalna diferencijana ravenka na 
dinami~ka ramnote`a so direktno razgleduvawe na elasti~niot, 
inercijalniot i pridu{uva~kite spregovi koi dejstvuvaat na 
beskone~no mal element. Taka izvedenata diferencijalna ravenka 
e linear-na so promenlivi koeficienti. Nejzinoto re{enie e 
pretpostaveno so konvergenten red. Sekoj ~len na ovoj red 
pretstavuva proizvod na sopstveni funkcii od vreme i prostor. 
 Karakteristi~nata ravenka na sopstvenata funkcija po 
vreme e re{ena vo zatvorena forma, vkqu~uvajki go i 
konstruktivnoto pridu{uvawe.Taka da izvedeni se dve nelinear-
ni algebarski ravenki, ~ie re{enie gi dava koeficientot na 
pridu{uvawe i kru`nata pridu{na frekfrencija, za sekoja 
forma na oscilirawe. Dobienoto op{to re{enie e upotrebeno da 
se izvede izraz za torzioniot spreg vo bilo koe vreme i bilo koj 
presek. 
 Na krajot e razgleduvan poseben slu~aj od interest na 
slobodni pridu{ni oscilacii, so cel da se demostrira 
odreduvaweto na konstantite na integracija. Ova e (storeno) 
napraveno za slu~ajot na konzola so po~etni deformacii vo 
miruvawe.  
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Numerical results for relevant response values   

Dr. Mile R. Mihajlov
Potpis na slikite

Fig. 1   Components of torques acting on the
Infinitesimal element of the structure

Fig. 2 Cantilever beam structure with variable
cross-sectional dimension, as shown

Dr. Mile R. Mihajlov

n
n 1/sec sec/radn 0/nD

1 -2101.311 53469.827 0.000964
2 -2502.922 62498.052 0.000170
3 -1817.959 45394.500 0.001139
4 -1564.974 39067.845 0.003648
5 -154.974 3869.718 0.924878
6 -373.583 9328.373 -0.008691
7 -607.675 15171.162 0.037934
8 -1083.201 27047.581 0.009759
9 -1322.721 33028.385 0.003117
10 -844.922 21097.726 0.006125

TABLE  I  - Dr. Mile R. Mihajlov
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2






